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Abstract
This is a study of incomplete neutralisation using Fuzhou tone sandhi as a test case. In Fuzhou Min, Tone 44 and Tone 232 undergo putative neutralisation into Tone 53 preceding a set of low tones, while T44 and T53 are neutralised into T44 preceding T53. Data from 10 Fuzhou speakers show the former neutralisation to be acoustically incomplete, with the sandhi tone of underlying Tone 44 having a higher pitch onset, while the latter appears to be acoustically complete. This result expands the typology of incomplete neutralisation by showing that two distinct phonological objects can incompletely neutralise (A / B → C) into a third object, as previous studies predominantly feature neutralisation of one object into another: A / B → B, e.g. Beijing tone sandhi T2/T3 → T2 / __ T3. It is argued that a hybrid model with both abstract categories and stored exemplars can best account for the data (Pierrehumbert, 2002 & 2006).

Index Terms: tone sandhi, incomplete neutralization, Fuzhou Min, hybrid model

1. Introduction

1.1. Fuzhou tone sandhi
Fuzhou is a Min Chinese dialect mainly spoken in Fuzhou, Fujian, China. Fuzhou has seven citation tones: five full tones and two checked tones (syllables with final glottal stops).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context tone</th>
<th>44</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>212</th>
<th>232</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target tone</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typologically, Fuzhou tone sandhi falls into the class of right-dominant sandhi systems [2]. In a multi-syllable tonal domain, the final syllable retains its citation tone, while all pre-final (target) syllables undergo sandhi. The identity of the resulting (surface/sandhi) tones is determined jointly by the identity of the target tone and the context tone. Table 1 is an illustration: the top row shows the context tone, the leftmost column shows target tone, and cells in the middle show the realisations of target tones before respective context tones. At least on the surface, Fuzhou tone sandhi appears to involve the paradigmatic replacement of whole tones [3], [4]; it then constitutes an classic example of phonological neutralisation.

Two neutralisation groups will be the focus in this paper. They are listed in (1) and (2) and are in bold in Table 1.

(1) 44, 53 → 44 / __ 53
(2) 242, 44 → 53 / __ 32

1.2. Complete neutralisation
I take incomplete neutralisation (IN) to mean phonological neutralisations that produce perceptually (almost) equivalent outputs that nevertheless leave instrumentally detectable differences. IN has been reported for both segmental and tonal neutralisations, especially in final devoicing processes in Germanic and Slavic languages and Mandarin tone sandhi, e.g. [5], [6].

Theoretically, IN is a challenge for generative phonology [7]. The existence of incompletely neutralised objects (e.g. /d/ in German rat), which are differentiated from another class of objects (e.g. /d/ in German rad) in production but not in perception is hard to accommodate in a classical modular feed-forward model of phonology [8]. Crucially, if category change (e.g. from underlying voiced to surface voiceless) must be discrete and must take place in the phonological component, and if phonetics is not allowed to “look back” to lexical and morphological information, then phonologically neutralised objects should have identical acoustic outputs. IN is then unexpected for the classical model.

With considerable theoretical stakes, debate on the reliability of IN has continued for decades. One key confounding factor in final devoicing IN is orthography [7], [9]–[11], e.g. German rad and rat suggesting underlying voicing. This is much less of concern in tone sandhi. Fuzhou, for example, is a largely unwritten language; when it is written, the Chinese script used for this purpose does not mark tones, so potential orthographic effect is kept to a minimum.

Investigating Fuzhou tone sandhi can also expand the typology of IN in an empirically-enriching and theoretically informative way. Most neutralisations investigated to date are of the A / B → B type, e.g. /d/ and /v/ neutralised into /v/. If we make the rather trivial observation that the output of a derivation (assuming there is one) is inherently more variable than an “unaltered” object, then this is a potential confounding factor in IN studies. Thanks to the scale of tonal neutralisation in Fuzhou, it is possible to study a neutralisation into a surface form which is distinct from all the underlying tones, e.g. in (2).

1.3. Previous studies on tone sandhi IN
Multiple studies have reported that in Beijing Mandarin Tone 3 sandhi [6], [12]–[14], surface T24 resulting from tone sandhi is lower in pitch than lexical T24, with varying reported mean difference: 20 Hz [13] to 3.2 Hz [13]. On the other hand, two studies on Taiwanese Southern Min and Taiwanese Mandarin have not turned up statistically significant difference between sandhi and lexical tones [16], [17]. On Fuzhou, [1] fails to find an acoustic difference along the duration and mean F0 dimensions for Fuzhou sandhi T44 and lexical T44. The goal of this study is to partially replicate and expand on [1] by investigating further neutralisation groups, comparing the whole contours of F0 realisation, and using statistical tools that can evaluate both complete and incomplete neutralisation (see section 2.3).
2. Method

2.1. Speakers

10 native speakers of Fuzhou (aged from 30 to 45, mean = 38.5) completed the experiment out of the 13 recruited. All are residents in the city of Fuzhou, speak Mandarin as L2 and can read and write in Chinese. All have completed at least high school education and none reported hearing problems. Before the experiment, speakers were shown 15 common words in simplified Chinese on a computer screen, drawn from [18]. To pass, speakers had to correctly pronounce the Fuzhou reading of 14 words within 7 seconds of reaction time. 3 speakers therefore did not participate in the experiment.

2.2. Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli are disyllabic words embedded in an invariant carrier phrase [guai51 puo44 t’oy44 ___ k’oy44 ny31 t’ian55], “I want to read ___ for you to listen”. Four sets of words were selected, two for each neutralisation group in (1) and (2). Within the neutralisation group, the words will crucially differ in the first member of the underlying tone sequences. The null hypothesis is that despite this difference, the resulting sandhi tone should be identical, as in Table 2. The test words are controlled for segments on the first syllable between minimal underlying tone pairs.

Table 2. Stimuli design: the underlying difference in the first tone is supposedly neutralised.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR Tone pairs</th>
<th>Neutralisation into</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/T53.T53/</td>
<td>/T44.T53/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/T44.T53/</td>
<td>[T44.T53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/T23.T32/</td>
<td>[T53.T32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/T44.T32/</td>
<td>/T44.T32/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
generally small, and no difference more than 0.5 semitones between the underlying tone pairs is found for any individual speaker. Hence no clear effect in either direction emerges.

Finally, we calculate Bayes Factors of various alternative hypotheses based on the observed data. The Bayes Factor of a given hypothesis is the odds of the hypothesis being true relative to the null hypothesis. The Bayes Factors for incomplete neutralisation into T44 is 1.19, indicating that it is about as likely as the null hypothesis, and that the difference is “not worth more than a bare mention”, according to the criteria in [25]. The combined evidence from SS ANOVA, individual variation and Bayesian inference confirm that the neutralisation into T44 is acoustically complete.

3.2. Incomplete neutralisation into T53

The average duration and estimated confidence interval of the sandhi tone syllables are listed in Table 3. No significant difference as a function of underlying tones was found (by linear mixed effects models, \( p = .32 \)), with the 95% confidence intervals almost completely overlapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone pairs</th>
<th>Mean duration (ms)</th>
<th>95% CI (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/T232.T32/</td>
<td>126.30</td>
<td>[121.72, 130.85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/T44.T32/</td>
<td>124.83</td>
<td>[121.27, 128.19]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean F0 contour of surface T53 is depicted in Figure 3. It can be seen that in both underlying tone conditions, the pitch of the sandhied tones starts from the top of the pitch range, falls hesitantly at the beginning then travels more steeply downward, reflecting the citation acoustics of T53. While the 95% confidence interval regions of the two tone pairs overlap with each other on most of the time points, the initial section (0~20%) of the F0 from underlying T44 is significantly higher than that of underlying T232. The average difference is 0.68 semitones, or 6.75 Hz. As can be further gleaned from Figure 3, this difference persists until about 70% into the rhyme, when sandhied T44 begins to be lower than sandhied T232. Sandhi T44 thus starts with higher F0 and terminates with lower F0, with an average falling range of 4.75 semitones compared to the 3.89 semitones of sandhi T232. This difference is statistically significant (\( p < .001 \)).

Figure 2: Mean overall F0 difference in sandhi tone from T44 and T53, averaged over each of 10 speakers.

Figure 3: Time normalised F0 contour of sandhi T53 from underlying T44 and T232, in semitones.

Figure 4 shows the pattern of individual differences. Note that the scale on y-axis in Figure 4 represents considerably larger differences between underlying tonal categories than in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 4, eight speakers have higher overall F0 in sandhi T44, and only one outlier (“B”) trends in the opposite direction. The absolute size of the differences for most speakers is between 0.5 and 1 semitones. This is above the just-noticeable threshold for pitch and thus physiologically perceptible [26], but probably not enough for phonological contrast [27]; in other words, within the range where IN can be expected. The consistency of individual realisation and the appropriate size of the F0 difference provide further evidence that surface T53 from the sandhied T44 does have higher onsets than that from sandhied T232.

Bayesian inference is then conducted to validate the IN effect in neutralisation into T53. The alternative hypothesis consisting of underlying tone pair as fixed effects and speaker as random effects has a Bayes Factor of 13.26, i.e. it is 13.26 times more likely to be true than the null. This constitutes “positive” evidence that sandhied T44 differs from sandhied T232 [25]. Based on combined evidence, I reach the tentative conclusion that sandhi T44 and T232 are largely, but incompletely neutralised into T53.

Figure 4: Mean overall F0 difference in sandhi tone from T44 and T232, averaged over each of 10 speakers.
4. Discussion

The results presented above have been obtained through the combined examination of 95% confidence intervals from SS ANOVA, individual variation and Bayes Factors. The overall picture to emerge from these limited data is that we can be fairly confident of complete neutralisation in T53/T44 → T44 and incomplete neutralisation in T232/44 → T53. The IN effect in the latter case is the second reported case of IN in tone sandhi besides Beijing Mandarin. This further confirms tone sandhi as a fertile ground for studying IN, with its resistance to many confounds present in segmental studies, e.g. the influence of orthography hinting an underlying contrast. Nevertheless, it is prudent to interpret the present finding of IN in view of other potential confounds such as lexical frequency [28], especially due to the relatively small size of difference inherent in IN studies.

The finding of IN in Fuzhou T232 & T44 → T53 is also the first sighting of “A & B → C” type of incomplete neutralisation. This class of IN is free from the logical confound of comparing a phonological object which is inherently variable (e.g. Mandarin lexical T3 must satisfy a set of prosodic condition to become surface T2) against a phonological object inherently more stable (Mandarin lexical T2). This puts IN on a firmer empirical footing, given the controversies which have surrounded it since its inception.

The use of Bayesian inference confirms the complete neutralisation of T53 and T44 into T44, a conclusion which traditional methods are in principle unable to draw. I argue that it is both worthwhile and feasible to introduce Bayesian inference into IN studies. Worthwhile because of its ability to both confirm and reject IN and the graded nature of its conclusions; feasible because recent advances in making Bayesian hierarchical modelling and inference increasingly user-friendly [29].

4.1. Theoretical implications

While the existence of IN is far from a settled question, there have been a number of proposed accounts of IN. A broad dividing line can be made: Some segregate phonetics from pre-phonological modules (e.g. lexicon, morphology) and attribute the observed acoustic difference to a formal, phonological difference. Others will allow phonetics to directly access lexical and morphological information, in doing so relaxing the modular feed-forward assumption [8]. Much of the discussion has centred on final devoicing, and tone sandhi data provided here can be illuminating.

One theory that deals with final devoicing IN is Turbidty Theory [30]. It is assumed that underlyingly voiced obstruents are specified with a monovalent [voice] feature, absent in underlying voiceless obstruents. Highly ranked FINDEV constraint forces [voice] to be unparsed, and this can be interpreted by phonetics “in a number of very subtle ways” [30, p. 1371], one of which is IN. A similar strategy is employed by [31], where sonorants and voiced obstruents share a SV (spontaneous voicing) node in the feature geometry, which voiceless obstruents lack. IN is argued to follow from the presence of SV node in voiced obstruents when the feature difference on the laryngeal node is neutralised by final devoicing. The discovery of both complete and incomplete neutralisation within the same system poses a challenge. The tonal analogue to the supposed difference in segmental [t] and [d] is hard to conceive, especially when tone sandhi here seems to involve whole-tone substitution rather than feature alteration. Further, theories along this line have to posit differences in phonological computation only for those tone sandhi groups which show IN effect, but not for sandhi groups which do not, reducing predictive power.

The solution to IN favoured here is a hybrid model of phonological competence which encompasses both abstract categories and stored exemplars [32]–[34]. One such account is co-activation of morphologically related forms [35]: realisations of words or stems in some contexts may influence its realisations in others. In the present example, the otherwise low starting pitch of Fuzhou T232 might have subtly nudged its surface T53 variant towards a low pitch onset. Assuming that exemplar storage within our hybrid model takes place both at the morpheme and the word level (a similar line of thinking can be found in [36]), we can compare morphemes from two tonal classes: the exemplar clouds for T44 will include the realisations of both surface T53 and T44 across all phonological contexts, while those of T232 will include surface T53 and T232. It follows that surface T53 drawn from all activated tokens of lexical T44 are more likely to resemble T44 (with higher pitch onset), and surface T53 from all instances of lexical T232 is biased to behave comparatively more like T232 (with lower pitch onset). A validation of this account, however, will take far more than an acoustic study of Fuzhou tone sandhi to achieve.

5. Conclusions

Using acoustic data from 10 Fuzhou speakers under laboratory condition, the present paper reports both complete and incomplete neutralisation in Fuzhou tone sandhi. This finding represents a non-trivial expansion of the typology of incomplete neutralisation and demonstrates that it may occur in neutralisation of the “A & B → C” type.

The result is argued to show the vulnerability of accounts of incomplete neutralisation which attribute it to a formal difference in the phonological component [30], [31]. I argue for a hybrid model of phonology which utilises both abstract categories and stored exemplars, as it seems more consistent with results from other studies of IN [10], [36], [37] and the present contribution. Minimaly, it seems necessary to allow for direct interaction between phonetics and the morphology and the lexicon.
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